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A Message from
Principal Schleich

Calendar of Events
Jan 27 - Feb 7 - Make-A-Wish / Quarters for Kids
Feb 11 - Spirit Night at Panera
Feb 18 - 21st Kindergarten Round Up

Dear Parents,
We are approaching the time of year when our intermediate students, third through
fifth graders, will be participating in the Colorado Measures for Academic Success
(CMAS). A question I often receive about CMAS is, “How can I help my child do better
on tests?”
Three specific strategies come to mind in the months preceding CMAS testing. First,
find out when your child’s tests are to be given. Avoid scheduling appointments or
trips during these times. (March 30 through April 16). Second, ask your child’s teacher what you can do at home. There maybe specific areas students can concentrate on
to help them be successful. Third, encourage you child to read. Reading is the easiest
and best way to prepare children for doing well on tests.
The days before the test or the day of the test, it is important to make sure students
get a good night’s sleep and have a good breakfast in the morning. Have your child
dress in layers so they are not thinking about how hot or cold they are. Try not to be
anxious about the testing. You can say, “This test is important. I know you will try
hard and do your best.” Your confidence is contagious.
You can also discuss test-taking skills. Make sure your child knows they can skip a
question and move on if they do not know the answer. Answers may become more
obvious as they go through the test. It is important to go back and make sure every
question is answered. Students need to always check their work carefully and make
sure their answers match up with the question.
Practicing for the assessments on-line at home and helping your children learn how to
navigate through the tests will go a long way in making sure they are not stuck on the
logistics of the assessment so they are able to concentrate on the content. We want
our students to perform very well and together, the sky is the limit!
I would like to share a quote from The Happiness Advantage by Shawn Achor. The
quote is, “we can only learn to deal with failure by actually experiencing failure, by
living through it. The earlier we face difficulties and drawbacks, the better prepared
we are to deal with the inevitable obstacles along our path.” (Shawn uses this quote
from the book The Pursuit of Perfect from Tal Ben-Shahar). Elementary school is the
perfect place for students to lay the foundations for reading, writing and math, but
more importantly, lay the foundations for dealing with stress and anxiety and how to
be resilient and persevere. Thank you for modeling how to deal with stressful experiences. Your attitude and actions will help your children when they face events and
obstacles much greater than those they ever faced in elementary school.
January 20 through Feb 7 is our Quarters for Kids drive. The money raised will go towards Cherokee Trail High School’s Make-A-Wish assembly. Each year CTHS and all of
the schools that feed into CTHS raise money to support the Make-A-Wish Foundation
to help make very ill student’s wishes come true! Every quarter that our students turn
in earns them a raffle ticket where three winners will be drawn to accompany Mr.
Schleich to breakfast at the CTHS Make-A-Wish Assembly on Friday, February 14.
Thank you for helping us help others and for your support of our Service value at Altitude!
Sincerely,
Scott
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